HOW TO DECIPHER THE STRANGE WORLD OF
AMAZON ADVERTISING
with Bryan Cohen, Founder of Author Ad School

SELF-PUBLISHING IS A CHALLENGE
•

Writing a book is one thing, but formatting, publishing, and marketing can
make it seem impossible

•

Fortunately, tens of thousands of authors in your shoes have done it, and
you can too

•

Today's presentation will focus on the marketing side, specifically Amazon
Ads

•

I host a quarterly free Challenge to help authors Profit from ads, and I'll
share the basics of what's worked for your fellow writers

PUBLISH ONCE, PROMOTE FOREVER
•

Prior to self-publishing, there wasn't much ongoing promotion for books
(unless they were already big hits)

•

But nowadays with paid advertising, email marketing, discount promotions
and so on, you can find new readers long after a Launch

•

After 10 years in self-publishing, I've learned the most affordable way to
promote your books every single day is to run Amazon Ads

•

But whenever you bring dollars and cents into the picture, you can't help
but run into some difficulties

NUMBERS FOR WORD PEOPLE?!
•

Yes, to succeed in self-publishing, you'll need to grasp some of the
numbers some of the time

•

You aren't expected to get a degree in Mathematics, but you will have to
push through when the figures get hard

•

I've seen authors in their 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s get a handle on the
concepts of Advertising Spend and Profit…

•

So it's very possible that with enough stick-to-itiviness, you can pull it off as
well

WHEN IN DOUBT: SIMPLIFY
•

I'm going to share numbers and statistics with you from the Amazon Ad
platform, but keep this in mind…

•

Nothing matters more than Turning a Profit

•

If you have higher Royalties than you do Advertising Spend, then you've
turned a Profit

•

If it's the reverse (where Ad Spend is higher than Royalties), then you've
gotten a Loss

•

In this early stage, let's just focus on whether or not the ads led to
Profitable results

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL LEARN TODAY
•

How to run Amazon Ads as a self-published author

•

How to read the Amazon Advertising Dashboard

•

How to create the easiest Amazon Ad

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
•

An internet browser

•

An Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) account

•

Enough time to watch this video and 30-60 minutes to do the homework

•

Focus, patience, and perseverance

WHAT IF I’M NOT SELF-PUBLISHED?
•

Amazon has recently changed their system to allow any author to promote
a book that they’ve written

•

You’ll want to sign into your account using Amazon Author Central and then
claim the book that you’ve written

•

Just keep in mind that self-published authors can squeak out a profit with
earnings of $1 to $2 per book sold

•

If you earn less than that per copy, then running Amazon Ads to your
traditionally published books may not be profitable

SIGNING INTO AMAZON ADS
•

In case you haven't jumped into Amazon Ads in a while (or ever), let's make sure
we can get in!

•

Sign into your Amazon KDP Account, go to Advertising.Amazon.com, choose
"United States" and then Sign In using the middle "Advertising Console" option

•

If for any reason you run into trouble that way, you can go to your Bookshelf, then
click the Promote & Advertise button, and select Create an Ad Campaign in the
US manually

•

Scroll to the Bottom Left Corner gear icon and select Billing & Payments

•

Check your Payment Settings to ensure your account is up to date

POTENTIAL AD ACCOUNT PITFALLS
•

Having trouble getting your payment info to stick? Log in and out a few times and
keep trying.

•

Can't log in through Advertising.Amazon.com? Try the backdoor method by going
to your Bookshelf, clicking Promote & Advertise, and then choosing to Run an Ad
Campaign in the Amazon.com marketplace

•

Amazon says you can't create an Ad for any particular reason? Create the Ad in
"Draft" form and then call Author Central to see if they can't get the problem
sorted

•

All of your old campaigns not showing up? Make sure you Close/X out of any
Filters and that you have your campaign dates set properly

CAN YOU JUST SHOW ME
HOW TO DO IT?
OF COURSE!

WHICH STATS MATTER?
•

With over 30,000 authors coming through our Ad Challenges in the last two years,
it's become clear that some stats are more important than others

•

We've found that Clicks and Ad Spend are the most valuable pieces of
information…

•

While Orders, Sales, and ACoS are less useful at this early stage of the game
(one of my best ads had a horrible ACoS and I'm glad I didn't turn it off)

•

Note: For whatever reason, you have to "turn on" most of your stats by going to
"Customize Columns" and clicking on all the stats you want to see

•

Let's go ahead and look at what these stats actually mean

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? PART 1
•

Impressions: When a reader sees your ads in a search or on another book's product
page (these are free)

•

Clicks: When a reader interacts with your ad by clicking on it and visiting your book's
product page (these cost money)

•

Ad Spend: How much you've spent on your Clicks for a particular campaign or overall

•

Click Through Rate (CTR): The percentage of Clicks you've received based on your #
of impressions (i.e. 1 click every 1,000 would be 0.1%)

•

Cost Per Click: The average amount you've paid for a Click in a particular campaign

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? PART 2
•

Bid: This is the maximum amount you tell Amazon you're willing to pay for one Click (and with the
right settings, you should only pay less, not more)

•

KENP: Amazon's statistic for the tracked # of Kindle Unlimited pages read that an ad has
registered within 14 days of an ad being clicked (not always accurate)

•

Orders: The # of tracked purchases or free downloads (if the book is permafree) Amazon has
detected from your ad (not always accurate)

•

Sales: The total $ amount of tracked books sold that Amazon Advertising has been able to tie to an
ad in List Price Format (not always accurate & reflects gross sales rather than Royalties)

•

ACoS (or Advertising Cost of Sale): This is your Ad Spend divided by your Sales (100% would
mean you spent $1 to "earn" a $1) but we do not recommend paying much attention to this stat

FINDING AD SPEND
•

Ad Spend is one of the few statistics I actually trust from the Amazon Ad
Dashboard

•

If you named all your Campaigns effectively, then you can easily filter out
certain ads…

•

Then you'll be able to easily see how much you spend for ads on a certain
book

•

If you didn't name your ads well, then you can put all the ads for one book
into a Portfolio or rename all of them

STATS TO FOCUS ON
•

Beyond Ad Spend, Clicks are the next essential stat (zero clicks means
nobody has visited your page)

•

Impressions are helpful to know if your ad is actually serving (anything
below a few thousand in a week isn't serving much)

•

Click Through Rate/CTR can indicate relevancy (this can really vary by ad
type)

•

These stats can take days to show up and weeks to interpret, so don't ask
"is this good?" until things have been going for a little while

I'D LOVE TO SEE THESE NUMBERS IN ACTION.

WELL, I'M HAPPY TO SHARE HOW IT
WORKS!

DOING IT THE EASY WAY
•

Whether you're running your first ad or your hundredth, it's worth setting up
the closest thing Amazon has to a push-button ad

•

Auto Ads use your book's own Categories, Keywords, and Title to generate
potential advertising targets

•

Theoretically, this should place your book in front of the titles that are the
most like yours on Amazon

HOW TO CREATE IT
•

Pick a Name that includes an acronym for your book that you can easily
search (i.e. TVS SPA Hook 35)

•

Pick a Budget, Duration, and Automatic ($5 a day, No End Date)

•

Choose Standard, Pick Your Book, & Set a Bid for 30-35 Cents,

•

Always 2x Check Your Bid

•

Click Create Campaign and you're all set!

THAT’S IT? THAT SEEMS
SIMPLE ENOUGH.
IT REALLY ISN’T TOO BAD.
LET ME SHOW YOU!

FOCUSING ON PROFIT
•

One of my biggest goals as an author educator is to show you that writing
books is a business

•

And in business, the goal is to bring in more money than you've spent

•

This is why I wanted to show you today that while Amazon Ads can be
confusing…

•

It's best to focus almost completely on Profit

LEARN, PRACTICE, MASTER
•

Today may have just been the start of you learning the Amazon Ad platform

•

I'd love for you to continue learning, whether it's with me and my free
challenges or other teachers' materials

•

The next step will be to practice Amazon Ads by actually going out there
and running them

•

Lastly, you'll repeat the process by creating dozens and dozens of
profitable ads (until other authors come asking YOU for advice)

HOMEWORK FOR TODAY
•

I'd like you to write down the answer to these questions…

•

How are the concepts you learned today different from how you used to
look at Amazon Ads?

•

How will this change the way you approach the platform differently going
forward?

•

Please answer those two questions and then email to me at
bryan@sellingforauthors.com with the subject line “NFWC”

THANK YOU!
•

I hope you've enjoyed this presentation as much as I enjoyed sharing it with
you

•

If you do decide to learn through my Challenge, feel free to search for and
join my 5-Day Author Ad Profit Challenge Facebook Group

•

You can also listen to me talk about book marketing every single week with
my Sell More Books Show Podcast

•

Have a great rest of your 2022 and beyond!

